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Product Focus
Available now: LAN Core Products Catalogue Spring 2014 Edition
®

With LANscape and FutureCom™ Solutions, Corning
offers the most comprehensive suite of LAN cabling
products available.
You need assurance that the cabling products and
information you use in local are networks are easy to
find and readily available.
Use this catalogue to find part numbers and
descriptions on Corning Cable Systems most popular
fibre cables, connectors, patch panels and related
accessories for LAN applications, as well as shielded
copper products.
The spring 2014 edition contains the new part number
scheme for all EMEA manufactured fibre optic cables,
which is now more consistent and globally aligned – as announced in the previous newsletter.
Download the Spring 2014 edition of the catalogue now!
Printed copies of the LAN Core Product Catalogue can be ordered here.
To make your life even easier download the latest version of the related LAN Core Products List in
Excel format.
®

Mix it up! LANscape LANC and LANS Panel Solution
Part of the LAN Core Products, the modular LANscape LANC and LANS panels provide the flexibility
and ease of installation for an enterprise building backbone, small to medium campus or even a lowdensity distribution frame. Benefits include:





Installation Flexibility. The freedom to build a custom panel for every project (small or large)
without compromises or extra effort.
Save Project Time and Inventory. Pre-loaded housings assembled in our factory and ready
for termination on site.
Faster Installation. Single person installation with quick mount feature and easy access to
working areas for splicing and fibre routing.
High Reliability. Providing high quality connections through standard features, such as LANS
modules with self-closing shutters on LC adapters or factory tested pre-terminated cables.
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Order your FREE sample of the Shuttered LC Module here.

For further information on our LANC and LANS offering,
please view our online catalogue.

Mix it Up! And configure your own loaded LANS panels with
the help of our LANS Quick Reference Guide.

Product Updates
LAN Product and Content News:
Solutions for Industrial Top-hat/DIN Rail Applications
Our industrial solutions provide more network uptime and more reliable connectivity for harsh or
industrial cabling applications. The range of outlets include for instance:
1-Port Top-hat/DIN rail adapter – available in two footprints:
The new 1-port top-hat rail adapter in Keystone format
supports the xs500 copper jack.
®

For LANScape format the 1-port top-hat rail adapter can be
®
used with FutureCom™ copper jacks as well as LANscape
fibre optic modules.
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4-Port Metal Outlet:
®

The 4-port metal outlet in LANscape format can be used for
copper connections, direct termination or fusion splicing of
fibre optic cables if used with the matching splice tray. The
outlet can be mounted on a top-hat/DIN rail by using a clip, in
addition to its use in wall mount applications.
More information on industrial solutions can be found in our
online-catalogue.

Data Centre Product and Content News :
®

Corning Pretium EDGE Advanced Optics named Datacentre Cabling Product of the Year 2014
Corning Optical Communications triumphed at the 2014
Datacentre Solutions Awards winning Datacentre
Cabling Product of the Year. The gala event was held in
London in front of a packed audience of datacentre
professionals and fellow industry peers.
The category shortlist included leading technology
companies in the global cabling market, with the winner
selected by a wide ranging reader vote among DCS print
and online publications from around Europe. We would
like to thank all of our customers and partners for their
support in voting for us. This is the second year running
that Pretium EDGE has taken home a DCS Award and
underlines the clear added-value of Corning’s structured
cabling solution in the highly fluid datacentre market.
The Pretium EDGE Advanced Optics (AO) solution offers
cost-effective and non-disruptive migration to 40G and
100G while maintaining 100% fibre utilisation, and
squeezes 108 ports of higher speed parallel optics into every 1U of rack space.
To find out more about Corning’s Pretium EDGE AO solutions, please click here.
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